De Santillana Blasts Argentina, Says Peron gambles on War

Last Wednesday, at 5:06 p.m., in the Lecture Room of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Assistant Professor Francisco de Santillana, a native Argentinean, presented his lecture on "Peronism—What It Means to U. S.", to a large and enthusiastic audience. Professor de Santillana has spent three weeks in Argentina, and his lecture included the background as well as present conditions in Argentina's political affairs.

What has happened in Argentina in recent years was termed by Professor de Santillana as "international political intrigue." Argentina never had any of the organized sensational excitement and nationalistic goals for the growth of Fascist Argentina; her interests centered around her minority problem, and there was uninterrupted opportunity for this type of development. Up to 1939, Argentina was ruled by "autocratic" government, who were both...